
The perfect ingredient for salt water pools.

®

PEPPER



Got Salt? Get PEPPER.

Or:
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Or:



Six reasons why your salt water pool
needs PEPPER®.

1) Extends the life of the chlorine generator
2) Improves sanitizer effectiveness
3) Greatly enhances water clarity
4) Limits troublesome pH fluctuations
5) Prevents scale buildup on the generator cell,
  pool equipment and surfaces
6) Helps maintain low phosphate levels

PEPPER® is the perfect ingredient for 

salt water pools. This special blend of 

select ingredients is formulated to 

work specifically with the unique 

demands of salt water pools.

Adding PEPPER to your pool will 

enhance water quality, protect pool 

equipment and reduce overall 

maintenance.

PEPPER is compatible with all pool 

surfaces and equipment, plus you can 

swim immediately.  After the initial 

application, most salt water generators 

can be operated at lower settings.

Use just twice a month to optimize 

your salt water system.
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APi is committed to providing the highest 

standard of customer service in the industry. 

Our goal is 100% customer satisfaction.

To accomplish this goal, we must, without 

exception, always strive to meet or exceed 

our customers’ expectations.

Simple Products...
Amazing Results!®


